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ARABIC FOLK MUSIC IN IRAQ 

Iraqi Folk Vocal Form Called nail 

VACLAV KUBICA, Praha 

The following treatise on the Arabic folk music in Iraq is primarily 

concerned with the Iraqi folk vocal form “nail” and with the problems con- 

nected with this form. At the same time it deals with the melodic formulae 

in the folk music of Iraq and their importance for the creation of maqamat 

/sing. maqam/ as melody-types. 

The general and basic problems of Arabic music are not discussed and 

their knowledge is supposed. 

Common practice in the Arabic world is used for the musical transcrip- 

tions. The following mark: + is used for the decreased intervals of different 

values. 

All the musical transcriptions concerning the nail are written in M. M. 

dP = ilo. 

Tine StrPUCTUPE Ot A maul 

The Arrangement of its Text 

The nail is a kind of Iraqi folk poetry in colloquial lan- 

guage. The basis of a nail is a distich in which the two hemistichs 

have a common rhyme. The number of distichs in one nail could 

be quite considerable. The structure of a nail defined schemat- 

ically is as follows: 

  

  

  

  

  

   
 



   

    

  

Each hemistich is divided in two parts, as marked in the 

schema. The division of each distich in four parts is very import- 

ant for the arrangement of the text and to the setting of the 

poetry of a nail to music. I marked the individual parts with 

the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. This numbering, concerning the structure 

of a distich, will be used in the whole treatise. 

Classic Arabic poetry usually creates a firm musical form 

for its firm structure. It is rather different in the folk poetry 

of Iraq. Each distich of a nail is musically a whole, but inside 

of this whole, within a distich of a nail, the individual singers 

progress quite freely. Still it could seem, that the above-men- 

tioned structure of a distich would be a logical basis for the con- 

struction of a melody and its formal arrangement. That is, the 

nail would be musically composed of two phrases with conclu- 

sions at the end of each. In reality it is quite different. Sometimes 

the whole distich of a nail is set in one larger musical phrase. 

Another time the distich of a nail is divided musically into two 

or three different parts. Each one is musically closed and separat- 

ed by an instrumental interlude. In this case, the distich as a 

whole represents a much stronger musical unit than its eventual 

parts. 

On the basis of its musical expression, the nail is in syllabic 

style. There are certain exceptions from this principle in certain 

places of the musical setting of a nail, but these exceptions are 

quite regular and represent a characteristic of a nail. 

The singer hardly ever uses the text exactly as it is given 

originally in a distich. Some of its parts are usually repeated 

or transposed. By the transpositions and accumulations of the 

four parts of a distich, the singer creates a new text as the basis 

for his singing. This conflict between the text and the melody 

is not an exceptional characteristic of only Iraqi folk vocal forms. 

On the contrary, the conflict of this relation represents in the 

history of all Arabic music a moving force for the creation and 

development of different vocal forms. 

This basic problem always existed, consisting of some dis- 

cordance between certain restrictions set by the text, the limits 

of which were difficult to overcome, and the creative imagination 

necessary to the development of a melody. 

“Born with the prosody, the Arabic singing was always under 
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its influence. When music became for the Arabs an indepen- 

dent art, cultivated for the musical art itself, with its rules 

and its own theory, the singing remained always subdued, 

connected with the prosody and its forms!). When indepen- 

dent musical rhythm became usual, after being adopted by 

the composers, the musicians freed their singing from the 

shackles of the classic prosody. Henceforeward, free in the 

division of the syllables, in their free connection on a long 

maintained note, or in their succesion on the new row of 

several notes, or in the multiple repetition of one word, based 

every time on another melodic formula, nothing could stop 

their inspiration, except their artistic knowledge.”?) 

The struggle between the text as the basis for the singing and 

the swell of musical inspiration of a singer characterized the 

whole history of vocal forms in Arabic music. 

This struggle exists in some measure in the musical setting 

of a nail, too. It is as if there existed in this form, condensed into 

a small cube, the ancient development of the problematical rela- 

tion between the text and the music. The decisive element con- 

trolling this relation in a nail are the two hemistichs of a distich 

and their four parts although the singer can also repeat the 

single words. By repeating and transposing the four parts of a 

distich, the singer follows the only aim: to gain, in the syllabic 

style of a nail, greater space for his musical imagination for the 

development of a musical melodic phrase. 

If the whole distich of a nail is set to music in one melodic 

phrase, it would seem that there is enough textual material for 

the development of a larger musical unit. The Iraqi folk artist 

has another opinion. Also in this case he repeats and transposes 

the four parts of a distich. To demonstrate the method of arran- 

gement of the four parts of a distich I chose two typical examples. 

In them the distich of a nail is set to music in one, two, and 

finally in three parts. 

The first of them was sung by a folk singer from Salman Pak 

near Baghdad, known under the name Abu Shakir. 

1 2 

Ie Asmar simara helw u libas ’inob ziétini 

3—4 

u gulu l-ajdhib ’alek il-wannat ya ’uytini 
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i 2 

Ze Min hamteh li-j-jidam maleh shabah ba-r-rim 

3—4 

alladh mar/r/ il-baten wu-l-’én fa-/t/-targim3). 

Rough contents??: 

Her dark complexion is beautiful, she put on a dress 

of olive colour 

May I not draw lamentations upon you, 0 my dearest 

From head to root she resembles an antelope 

The passer-by will fulfil every wish he sees in the bottom 

of her eye 

The first distich is divided into two musical phrases, the 

second distich is set in one musical section. This text is, by omit- 

ting all the interposed words and syllables, in setting to’ music 

the following: 

1 if 2 

1.a. Asmar simara helw, asmar simara helw, u libas ’inodb ziéttini 

2 3—4 

b. u libas ’inob ziétuni, u gulu l-ajdhib ’alék il-wannat ya ’uytni 

The arrangement of the four parts of this distich based on 

two melodic phrases is as follows: 

Tae saline os 

Dae 2 ona: 

1 1 2 

2s Min hamteh li-j-jidam, min hamteh li-j-jidam, maleh shabah ba-r-rim, 

2, 3—4 

maleh shabah ba-r-rim, alladh mar/r/ il-baten wu-l-’én fa/t/-tazgim. 

In the second distich with one musical phrase the arrange- 

ment is as follows: 

2 lee? 2G 4s 

The next example of a nail was sung by a folk singer Jabbar 
Aggar, now living in Baghdad, but coming from the Tayawi tribe. 

it 2 

Al Arid awassi sh-shem/e/s kilma t/e/rid/e/ taghib 

3 4 

u min gal jarhak ya galbi yigbal duwa.wu yatib 
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1 iz 

Ze Shalaw a’zaz il-galb w azlam warahum/u/ 1él 

3 4 

u shiddtin-a ’al hejin ma yilhak/a/hum/u/ khél3). 

Rough contents?): 

I should like to ask the sun whenever it is about to set 

And who said, my heart, that the wound you inflected 

will get its remedy and be cured? 

The sweethearts took the heart away and the night grew dark 

behind them 

They tied it to a fast riding female camel 

nor will horses catch up with her 

Musically these two distichs are divided into five parts. The 

first and the second parts are based on the text of the first 

distich, the other three on the second distich. In the singing, 

again by omitting all the interposed words and syllables, this text 

is arranged as follows: 

il 2 3 

1.a. Arid awassi sh-shem/e/s, kilma t/e/rid/e/ taghib, u min gal jarhak ya galbi 

3 4 

b. u min gal jarhak ya galbi, yigbal duwa wu yatib 

Z 1 

2.a. Ww azlam warahum/u/ 161, shalaw a’zaz il-galb 

it 2 

shalaw a’zaz il-galb, w azlam waraéhum/u/ 1él 

3 4 

u shiddun-a ’al hejin, ma yilhak/a/hum/u/ kheél 

3 4 

’al hejin, ma yilhak/a/hum/u/ khél 

The arrangement of the four parts of these two distichs in 

musical phrases is as follows: 

leraeeelee cae Se 

Dees 4 

Base. 2.) We 

ber sd 2.34 

Cz 48;, 43 ’ 
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A great number of possibilities of arranging the four parts 

of a distich of a nail in musical phrases could be demonstrated. 

Some singers create a somewhat individual style, which is more 

or less repeated. Others arrange the text quite freely. 

It would seem that in the case of an arrangement of a distich 

into two musical phrases the relation of the text and music would 

be quite uniform; that is, the rhyme would be at the end of the 

musical phrase, underlined by some musical cadence. This man- 

ner is used in the musical setting of a nail very often. At the 

same time, it sometimes happens that the rhyme runs on within 

a melody so that it is almost hidden in the melodic phrase. The 

fact remains that although the singer treats the text quite freely, 

the structure of a distich and its four parts guides his musical 

feeling. Later I shall speak about the fact that the melodies of 

a distich in a nail will have several different conclusions. These 

conclusions are seldom used outside of the limits of the four 

parts of a distich. Although the text in singing could be quite 

complicated, the whole structure of the melody of a distich is 

guided by the idea of two hemistichs and their four parts. 

Basicaly, however, the structure of a distich and its four parts 

is not an absolute determining factor for the construction of 

musical phrases. The rhyme must neither correspond with the 

conclusions of a melody nor be underlined by music. It can be 

hidden in the musical phrase in such a way that in listening 

there seems to be no rhyme at all. 

On the other hand the four parts of a distich could be music- 

ally expressly separated, by using special syllables, by enlarge- 

ment of the last syllable, or with an expressive start of the 

succeeding melody. 

From the examples it is also clear that the four parts of 

a distich are transposed as a whole. 

  

Wine mew! amg wine mecam Om Winiein € mel is Mmgic 

ally Based. 

Ling PPOlMDlein Ou leacgi meaner Amc lragi Wocsll 

Forms. 

Tie RELACIOMSmMijp) BEiweem HPOlk WoOCal PoOrims 

and a Certain maqam. 

Before discussing the musical side of a nail, it is necessary 

to underline a short definition of a maqam. A maqam is first 
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of all determined by certain intervals of the notes used in it. 

It means by a “given key”. At the same time the melody de- 

veloped on those intervals must follow a certain movement, 

a characteristic progression, respect some notes as important, 

and the whole melodic structure must be based on a collection 

of melodic formulae that are for a certain maqam in a given 

style or tradition. Hashim al-Rajab says that this “collection of 

harmonious tunes must be developed within the stamped har- 

mony’’.) Henceforward, the use of the term maqam will be based 

on this definition. 

The nail, as well as some other folk vocal forms in Iraq, 

is based on its own musical material, on its own “maqam”. This 

fact is from one point easily clarified. Iraq, as a matter of fact, 

is one of the Arabic countries where some geographic or ethnic 

groups are still strongly characterized by their own typical 

melody-types. This fact is the heritage of ancient times and the 

proof of a powerful folk musical feeling. The simple ditties and 

songs of Bedouins of one tribe or its sections are based on one 

melodic formula. We could simply say that each tribe has or had 

its own typical “maqam”. It need not always be based on dif- 

ferent intervals, but the use of given musical material is different. 

These melodic formulae sometimes have their own name and 

musically characterize a certain tribe. 

“If a certain melodic formula of division of a fourth or 

a fifth pleased a singer, he engraved it in his memory and 

promoted it to his favourite tune. The melody growing from 

that formula later got the name of its singer, sometimes 

the name of his tribe or the region in which he lived.”®) 

“The singing of each tribe or its sections has a special 

character growing also from the dialect or the phonetics, 

which are for a certain tribe proper. Each ethnic group is 

pleased by a certain melody-type, in which the singer recites 

the verses of a poem that inspires him. These melody-types 

usually have a certain grandeur and magnificence. The singer 

re-creates them in his own way, introducing in them the 

variants, modulations and vocal grace notes, to underline 

certain words or syllables.’’”) 

If a certain vocal folk form was created inside of a geo- 

graphic or ethnic group which had at that time its own melody- 

type, then this new form was inseparably connected with it. 
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By its eventual strong efficiency it maintained this connection 

for ever. 

As proof of this theory, it is possible to show an example 

of another vocal folk form existing in Iraq, called ’ataba. This 

form was created, according to confirmed statements of Iraqi 

authors, inside of a tribe called Jubir. The melodic formulae of 

this form are based on a “maqam” that has the same name as 

the tribe: Jubtvi maqam. It is difficult to imagine the great music- 

al power this form must have had at its creation in order to main- 

tain its original character even after its extension to different 

regions. 

If, therefore, the origin of a certain musical form is geo- 

graphic or ethnic, then usually this form will maintain the 

melody-type of the milieu of its origin. On the other hand if 

a certain vocal folk form is connected with a certain “maqam” 

then there will be a relationship with its creator, may it be an 

individual or a geographic or ethnic group. 

In the case of the above-mentioned form, ’ataba, the pattern 
is quite clear. This form was created by the Jubir tribe, which 
has imparted to it its own musical character, later called Jubiri 
maqam. 

How is it in the case of the nail form? Hamidi al-Wardi3) 
says that this form was created in the regions of the cities Sa- 
marra’, Falluja, Tikrit and others. Later it was extended to the 
northern tribes Al-Azze, Al-’Ubaid, Al-Jubir and Al-Ghribawi. The 
folk singer Jabbar ’Aggar contradicts this information with the 
statement that nail was created solely by the tribe Al-’Ubaid. 

At the same time, the folk vocal form “nail” in Iraq is sup- 
posedly musically connected with maqam Saba. The basic tetra- 

chord of this maqam is as follows: 

  

= a 

The maqam Saba, however, cannot be specified as a local Iraqi 

maqam. It is used generally in the countries of the Arabic Orient. 

Can we therefore, according to the above-mentioned theory, say 

that this maqam originated in those regions and was extended 

to other places? Or did the above-mentioned regions accept the 

melodic formulae of this maqam as the basis of their musical 

expression? 

P
S
 

  

   



  

Until now there is no conclusive answer to this question. 

Nevertheless, it is certain that the form “nail” got its character- 

istic musical seal at the time and in the place of its origin. 

The problem of the relation between the vocal form “nail” and 

the Saba maqam will be treated in detail after the musical analy- 

sis of this form. 

The melody of a nail is limited by the range of a fourth or 

aula 

As for the musical transcription of maqa@mat and for all the 

musical examples in general, there is one fact to be underlined. 

Each maqam has its own tonic, the final key-note, which is its 

basic tone. This tonic is theoretically connected with a certain 

tone of the Arabic scale. Practically speaking, however, the ab- 

solute pitch of a tonic of a maqam is far from being so important, 

even though at the present time the Arabic musicians try to main- 

tain exactly the same pitch for the key-note of a maqam. The 

absolute pitch has not basically any profound influence on the 

character of a maqam. There are only the right intervals that 

have to be respected. 

If, for example, a key-note is written in tone D, it is not im- 

portant whether in reality the singer uses D sharp or D flat, as 

often happens. But sometimes the real transpositions of a maqam 

are used. Then, in principle, such degrees of the Arabic scale are 

used for the new key-note of a maqam after which the following 

notes will need the least possible chromatic alterations. In the 

case of maqam Saba the transposed key-note could be G, with 

the following notes: 

In my records I had the key-notes of a nail going practically 

from D flat to A: 

  

I transposed them therefore every time to the next convenient 

note. 

alll 

  

 



  

    

    

NG Aanid 1S iis) Trimet On. AVG Go meapral ml mem t 

Rebab — rebaba. 

The original musical instrument for the accompaniment of 

the singing of a nail is a simple Iraqi folk bowed instrument, 

the rebaba. The technical possibilities of this instrument are 

closely related to the vocal structure of a nail. They influence 

and explain each other. The rebaba is, in Iraq, a simple instru- 

ment with one string. On this string various ways of fingering 

by the left hand are used. One of them, used by the folk singer 

Abt Shakir from Salman Pak near Baghdad, is as follows: 

Se —_ ———— Q v 

thumb, index-finger, middle finger, ring-finger, little finger 

The thumb does not move at all. It lies on the string as a fix- 

ed basic tone. The advantage of this system of playing consists 

for a singer in the fact that he can change the pitch whenever 

he wishes without tuning the string in order to accomodate the 

pitch to the momentary disposition of his voice. He simply chan- 

ges the position of the left hand. By maintaining exactly the 

same fingering, the intervals are naturally changed a little bit. 

For a folk artist such a “trifle” is not decisive. The general char- 

acter of the intervals and their relations will be maintained. 

Otherwise all of the intervals in the fingering of Abt Shakir are 

always somewhat decreased. This is clearly shown by the fourth 

D — G, which is very far from the perfect fourth. 

Another way of fingering on the rebdba is used by the folk 

artist Jabbar ’Aggar from Baghdad: 

  

opened string, thumb, index-finger, middle finger, ring-finger, little finger 

By this fingering the player has at his disposal the same 

intervals enlarged for one degree, with the fifth of the key-note. 

It seems clear that the first fingering, limited to the range of 

a fourth, is much older than the other one. The use of the thumb 

is technically much more complicated. That the technique of the 

play on this instrument has been developing for a long time, 

is proved by the existence of different kinds of rebabas nowadays. 
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Under the name rebab — rebaba there are, in the Arabic music, 

bowed instruments of different shapes, with different numbers 

of strings and with different tuning. The rebaba, for example, 

which is currently used in Maghreb has two strings tuned usually 

as follows: 

nN oak ae ea Ek ad ae 

The structure of this instrument entirely excludes the use 

of the thumb. Another kind of rebaba, also with two strings, used 

to be tuned in the following manner: 

  
  
  

At the first glance at this group of instruments, it is clear 

that the Iraqi rebaba with one string is the oldest and simplest 

kind. Rouanet®) called this instrument quite correctly the “rebaba 

of Bedouins’’. In Iraq this instrument is one of the most typical 

representatives of the simple folk music and the basic instrument 

of accompaniment for such forms as nail. 

It is rather difficult to ascertain the origin of the rebaba, 

that certainly was one of the oldest folk Arabic instruments. 

Chottin!” says that the rebaba was introduced to Spain by the 
Arabs in the 8th century, i.e. shortly after the Arab conquest 

of the world. Another proof of existence of this instrument was 

given by the famous Arabic scholar Al-Farabi (865—950).1!) He 

spoke of the rebaba as of an instrument currently used and exist- 

ing long ago. He said also that already in his time there were 

rebabas with different numbers of strings, one, two, and even 

four, tuned in couples. He was especially concerned with the 

tuning of the rebaba with two strings, on which he developed 

his mathematical calculations. But Rouanet!”’ says quite correctly: 

“We find there (in the treatise of Al-Farabi) the Arabic tendency 

towards mathematical calculations and it seems that players 

on the rebaba ignored those calculations and that they relied 

more on their ear in finding the right positions of notes that in- 

spired their feeling or that corresponded with the notes of a tra- 

ditional melody.” There is no difference in the present practice. 

Further it is interesting to note that, for example, such a folk 

musician as Abu Shakir from Salman Pak is capable of tuning 
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one string of his rebaba and using the thumb in such a way that 

consequently his key-note is always near to the tone D. As to the 

fingering, Al-Farabi said clearly that only four fingers excluding 

the thumb were used. 

Unfortunately, we did not get from Al-Farabi the proof that 

the intervals produced by the contemporary technique of play 

on the rebaba agree with those of the time of Al-Farabi. But one 

thing is certain, namely that the rebaba with one string was prior 

to Al-Farabi’s time. And most probably the simplest technique 

of play on the rebaba, as it exists in Iraq, is one of the oldest. 

Hine MUsiCal EClOSe Ou AZ DiIGwiteEin tin Bl sNorl 

As stated before the distich in a nail is always a musical 

whole, but it could be divided inside of this whole into different 

musical phrases. The musical close of one distich in a nail is 

created by the singer by the use of a characteristic melody, quite 

different from the preceding melodic movement. For its expres- 

sive character and its repetition at the end of each distich, I will 

call this melody the refrain-close. 

These melodies are typical not only of one singer in one nail, 

but generally for his whole creation in this field. Besides that, 

these typical melodic formulae are used in nails by different 

singers. This fact itself is not very surprising. I spoke already 

about the importance of the “collection of harmonious tunes” 

in a maqam and in the folk music generally. The importance of 

these tunes arises especially in the close of a melody, in which 

it should underline the character of a maqdm. In the nail itself 

the situation is a litthe bit more complicated. The distich is very 

often divided into different melodic phrases, each one also with 

the melodic close at the end. But the characteristic refrain-close 

is used only after the exhaustion of the text of the whole distich. 

If each distich of a nail is set to music in one phrase re- 

peatedly throughout the whole nail, then this refrain-close is 

usually directly connected with the preceding melody. If the 

singer divides each distich of a nail in a different way, then, 

if there is only one melodic phrase, the refrain-close is added 

as a separate melody. There are, therefore, two musical phrases 

representing one distich. If a distich is divided into two musical 

phrases, then there are two possibilities. The refrain-close is used 

as a separate musical phrase, in which case there are three 
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musical phrases in one distich. Or the refrain-close is added 

directly to the second musical phrase, resulting in two melodies 

in one distich. There could be even other secondary combinations 

according to the taste of the singer. But in any case this refrain- 

Close has its own character, different from the other musical 

phrases. At the same time it is shorter than the preceding parts 

and it also has fewer syllables. 

The use of this refrain-close, its conformable character, not 

only by one singer, but in the nail generally, represents the most 

characteristic feature of this form. 

Let us now consider the musical structure of different re- 

frain-closes. The first example was sung by the folk singer Abu 

Shakir from Salman Pak. According to his fingering on the rebaba 

he has at his disposal the following notes: 

  

  

  =r: + 5 
= S = ee,   

It must be emphasized that Abi Shakir’s melody in a nail 

moves always only in the range of this diminished fourth. The 

range of his singing corresponds with the possibilities of the 

rebaba. The melodies of the singing and the rebaba are develop- 

ed by Aba Shakir in perfect unison. His musical imagination 

governs simultaneously his voice and his fingers on the rebaba. 

The refrain-closes in the nail from the poem I citied and that 

begins with the words Asmar smara hilu, are used by Abt Shakir 

as follows: : 
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+ In the singing there is no final D, but in the accompaniment Abi Shakir plays shortly 
the trill decreased E — D. 

The mutual relationship of these three refrain-closes is evi- 

dent at a glance. 

In another nail of Abt Shakir there are the following refrain- 

closes: 

  

  



   

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

= tsa ae SSS ee 

Except for the short appearance of the G flat, we are in the 

related sphere again. 

The key-note of a melody, in our case the tone D, is usually 

not used within the preceding melodies. But in the refrain-closes 

of individual distichs, this key-note is used in an expressive man- 

ner even many times. 

Another singer, Haderi Abu’Aziz, used to set the whole distich 

always into one musical phrase only. To its melody he used 

to add immediately the refrain-close. In one of his nail the 

refrain-closes were as follows: 

(This time the key-note is G) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

With Haderi Abt ’Aziz the refrain-close is usually preceded 

by a short melody, before which he uses the key-note for the 

first time in his whole melodic phrase. These short melodies have 

the following character: 
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With the refrain-close they represent a certain musical whole. 

In another nail of the same singer the following closing passage 

is used: 
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Otherwise, the same melody appears before the singing in the 

instruments of accompaniment: 

  

  

  es e ai 

Haderi Abt ’Aziz, as a matter of fact, does not accompany 

himself, but he is accompanied by other musicians. For the ac- 

companiment in this case the violin or the nay flute are usually 

used. If the rebaba does not accompany the singing, then there 

is not any technical prevention to restrain the singing to the 

range of fourth or fifth. Nevertheless, also in this case, the singer 

never exceeds the range of a fifth. The character of the melody 

in nail, determined by the range of a fourth or a fifth, impressed 

to this form at its origin, remains the same. 

If the singer does not accompany himself, then the instru- 

ments of the accompaniment must follow, in a certain way of 

improvisation, the improvisation of the singer. It requires an ex- 

cellent common musical feeling to get a perfect result. A good 

accompanist must have a highly developed feeling not only for 

the style of a maqam, but also for the style of an individual 

singer in the field of a maqam. It means a musical ability for 

improvisation that deserves the highest respect. 

In another nail of Haderi Abi ’Aziz, the refrain-close is again 

in the same musical spirit: 

  

We come to another style of refrain-closes with the singer 

Mutlag al-Farhan. He divides regularly each distich into two me- 

lodic phrases. At the end of the second one, after exhausting 

the text of the whole distich, he immediately adds a short melodic 

close. This time it is of a slightly different character than in 

preceding examples. This small close is melodically and expres- 

sively quite different from the preceding melodic movement. The 

tendency to close musically the whole distich is clear. 
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Another singer of this form, Muhammed Qasim al-Asmar, 

sets the whole distich into one musical phrase. After using up 

the whole text, he immediately joins a characteristic close to the 

preceding melody. This refrain-close with the key-note A, has 

the following character: 

  2 

SS 

SS SS 
The lady-singer Wahida Khalil also sets the whole distich 

into one musical phrase. After the first appearance of the key- 

note (this time G) she joins the following refrain-close to the 

main melody: 

be eee pea 
$ = kg bp = ve ee ae pte: ott | 

ade ty be 0 Gj Op veel toe eh pal, | 

In these examples the range of a fifth is used for the first 

time in the construction of the melody. It is a diminished fifth 

of the key-note G — D flat. 

6 = as 

This diminished fifth does not agree with the usual structure 

of the Saba maqam, that should be, according to Erlanger!) like 
that: 

 



  

  

   
All the Iraqi musicians also agree with this form. Still, nearly 

in all the records I had at my disposal, when the melody was 

enlarged to a range of a fifth, the diminished fifth and not the 

perfect one was used. The only exception was the melodic struc- 

ture of the singer Mutlag al-Farhan, but his intonation was bad, 

fluctuating and sometimes unintelligible. His fifth goes from the 

perfect fifth through the different decreases of this interval to 

the diminished fifth. All other singers when they reach the fifth 

of the key-note, use the diminished fifth. The melody is then built 

on the following intervals: 

  

Such a basis for a maqam, according to both Erlanger and 

Iraqi musicians, does not exist. What, then, about the connection 

between nail and Saba maqam? In order to answer this question, 

the chapter about the refrain-close must be concluded first. 

In connection with the refrain-closes there are some facts to 

be summed up. A distich of a nail, whether set in one or several 

musical phrases, is always closed with a characteristic melody 

which is different from the preceding melodic movement. This 

closing melody may be joined immediately to the preceding one, 

or used as a separate phrase. Each singer has his individual style 

for the structure of these closes, representing musically the close 

of a distich in a nail. 

Now, a possible relationship of those melodies of different 

singers is to be considered. 

For a clear summary there are now all still mentioned re- 

frain-closes transposed to the common key-note D. 
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By comparing the mutual relationships of all these melodies, 

created by singers of different ages and from different places 

of Iraq, we can see that all of them are connected with one of the 

three basic melodic formulae: 

— te p= = ee = ee 
= =p 9 hag ee ae = = >-2——~— o @ %e Bites 

e 
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In consideration of their distinct relationship it could be said 

  

that they are all growing out of one common kernel. 

To these three basic tunes musical prefixes are attached 

which are often used as a basis for another prefix. 

The scheme will throw light upon this idea: 

Second First Basic Melodic 

Prefix Prefix Formuls I 
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Second First Basic Melodic 

Prefix Prefix Formula III 
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Generally, the character of the used refrain-closes is com- 

pleted by a short movement from the key-note to its decreased 

second after the end of the permanent conclusion: 

: be of gil 

From the above-mentioned scheme it is quite clear, that all 

these refrain-closes are closely related; they are growing from 

the same feeling of the melody, from one melodic kernel. The use 

and the development of this melodic formula is characteristic 

of the nail form, especially in its use as the musical close of each 

distich. 

Melody-Types in Folk Music and the maqam. 

Nail and the Saba maqam. 

ine GOmeral LimpOrramee Of MEloGdic Formulace 

and Melody-Types. 

The folk vocal form “nail” arose within a certain geographic 

or ethnic unit and hence it got a special character of melody that 

was connected with this unit, a character that arose from a certain 

sum of melodic formulae. These formulae are the product of the 

folk music feeling and nowadays they characterize reflectively 

its creator. When did these melodic formulae arise and how old 

are they? 

“In the basis of the melodic system of the modern Arabic 

music, this artistic edifice more than one thousand years old, 

there is certainly a musical basis, a national kernel as old 

as the history of the Arabic people, that relates to the oldest 

Semitic civilisations in antiquity.”!) 

The character of this national musical kernel was “most probably 

the same that is known from the singing of Arabic tribes of 

today’’.15) 

The melodic range of these melodic formulae was, and still 

is, limited in its development to the interval of a fourth or a fifth. 

In this form these melodic formulae were originally sufficient 

as the melodic basis for the simple tunes and songs of Bedouins 

and finally even for the musical structure of such a form as, 

for example, the nail. 
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These melodic formulae, as they are, existed long ago before 

the beginning of the creation of the complicated and scientifically 

formed edifice of the maqam-system. If there is nowadays a Cer- 

tain identification of these melodic formulae of folk music with 

the classic or contemporary Arabic music in general, then it is 

quite certain that this relationship originated from the transition 

from the field of the folk music to higher forms of Arabic music 

and not vice versa. 

In the folk music, therefore, originally the basis of melody- 

types arose, moving in the range of a fourth or a fifth. It was 

fixed in a certain place or by an ethnic group and repeatedly 

used. The following development was characterized not only by 

the tendency to enlarge the short tunes and songs, but also to 

increase the original compass. Then this original kernel began 

to be increased by other intervals and transformed until it re- 

ached the contemporary scientifically elaborated system of 

maqamat. Different strange influences penetrated this develop- 

ment. It is known that Arabic music, in this development, drew 

and transformed ideas from many foreign examples. The folk 

basis, the original Arabic folk music feeling, however, remained 

uppermost in importance, even if the influences of Turkish, 

Persian, Indian, Kurdish and other music interfered with the 

development of Arabic music. 

During the historical development of Arabic music, the origin- 

al kernel was therefore increased with other intervals and toge- 

ther with them it created a characteristic ladder of intervals 

of a certain maqam. When did it happen? This process ran surely 

throughout the whole known history of Arabic music. On the 

other hand, Hashim al-Rajab says that the Iraqi maqa@mat are 

not more than three or four hundred years old!§). Did it come 

approximately in the 16th century to a new revival which was 

stronger than the former development? Perhaps further research 

will give answer to this question. In any case, the Arabic scale 

of any maqam is transferable to several parts that are joined 

together or interposed. The basic part of a maqam is called jins 

as it was called by the theoreticians of Arabic music. 

The development of maqamat flows nowadays into two dif- 

ferent ways. For a pattern example the Bayati jins could be used. 
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a 
This is no doubt the result of Arabic musical feeling. On its 

intervals the melodic formulae of various ethnic and geographic 

groups as well as individuals were based, but on the basis of their 

own feelings, that differed one from another. When the Bayati 

jins was increased to a ladder of Bayati maqam 

it resulted in the creation of the whole series of maqamat that 

had entirely the same ladder of intervals but a different sum of 

melodic formulae. The originality of the old folk melodic for- 

mulae remained preserved and the maqam that was created on 

their basis got its own name although its ladder of intervals 

corresponds with another maqam. This example is especially 

valid for Iraq, where beside the Bayati there exist a lot of maqa- 

mat with the same ladder of intervals but with different names. 

These maqamat differ only in their melodic formulae with the 

different characteristic progression of melody. The original folk 

feeling has the decisive importance in them. There are, for ex- 

ample, the maqamat \lhrahimi, Jubtri Mahmitdi, Nari, Hlelawi, 

"Areybun ’Arab, Koriyat, Mesjin, Sharki Doka, Bahrezawi, Bajlan, 

Mukabal and others.!”) In some of them the connection of the sum 

of the melodic formulae to its folk origin can easily be proved. 

For example, in the Juburl maqam which means the maqam of 

the tribe Jubur, the melodic formulae are the same as the melodic 

formulae of the folk tunes of this tribe. To distinguish these local 

Iraqi maqamat from maqa@mat generally used in the Arabic world, 

different terms are sometimes used. The Bayati maqam is denoted 

as nagham, the Jubtri as maqam. 

The richness of melodic formulae of different ethnic or geo- 

graphic groups need not always be based on a different ladder 

of intervals, but on the contrary it could be based on the same 

intervals. 

There was another situation if the basic jins was connected 

with several different rows of intervals. From the Bayati jins, 

for example, several different maqamat were created. 
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1. Bayati maqam 

2. Hawzi maqam 6 are $9 = 

  3. Karjikar maqam é Se ee 

In this case a sum of melodic formulae of a basis of a maqam, 

in our case the Bayati jins, ceased to be the determinant factor, 

and in its place came the maqam as a whole. The maqamat with 

the eventually equal bases but with a different structure as a 

whole were represented by different melodic formulae, that dif- 

fered more or less with their original basis. Sometimes they were 

more closely connected with it, sometimes less. 

The intervals which are the basis of the melodic character of 

the nail are also the basis, for example, of these three maqadmat: 

  

  

1. Sipahir maqam 6 i 

2. Dukah maqam = 6 = es a 

3. Saba maqam ——fy-- yee ee ———— SS EE   

The typical melodic formulae of their conclusions could be 

compared with the scheme of the refrain-closes in nail. 

1. Dukah maqam 

  

  

    
SS 

faa 
  

  

The conclusion of the melody in this maqam that is char- 

acterized especially with the use of the notes C sharp and B flat 

does not exist in musical close of a nail. 

2. Sipahir maqam 

p. 

 



  

  

    This conclusion of a melody is much nearer to the close of 

a nail, but the major second under the key-note is not used 

in the nail. 

3. Saba maqam 

= Sa. SS oS 
This conclusion is nearly the same as that of a nail except 

the fifth A. 

These three examples demonstrate that maqamat with the 

same ladder of intervals, but with different names, base their 

melodic movement on different melodic formulae. 

If we consider the possibilities of a melodic movement of 

Saba maqam more closely, we see that even this maqam could 

have the melodic formulae that are somewhat strange to the 

melodic movement in a nail. 

The Saba maqam could have, for example, the following con- 

clusion: 

  

or another: 

a asin SS 
the tone C could be used in the middle of a melody: 

{ 

f a Es sete ear Ses ma | 

or even at the beginning of a melody: 

é oS See ee os ae j 

The major second under the key-note cannot be found in the 

melodic movement of a nail at all. This is quite understandable 

and natural. The singer has not such a tone at his disposal in the 

instrument of the accompaniment in an original form of a nail. 
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In the Iraqi nail, moreover, the interval of a diminished fifth 

of the key-note is used. The ladder of intervals for a nail should 

be, in this case, as follows: 

According to the confirmed statement of prominent Iraqi 

musicians, there is no such maqam or jins at all. Also we cannot 

find such a maqam in the collection of maqamat of Erlanger?®?, 

yet all the prominent singers of the nail in Iraq use the diminish- 

ed fifth in the melody. In any case, we cannot consider the 

use of this diminished fifth as a modulation to another maqam 

through the development of a melody. As this interval is used, 

for example in a characteristic melodic conclusion, this possibility 

is out of the question. 

Otherwise the appearance of this interval in a nail is usually 

connected with another factor: the third of the key-note is used 

after the diminished fifth: 

  

It is true that sometimes the diminished fifth is followed 

with the diminished fourth, but even the appearance of the motion 

in minor third almost exclusively after the diminished fifth is 

very characteristic, considering the fact that the melody in a nail 

moves largely along the degrees of its ladder. Perhaps the use 

of the interval A flat — F (with the key-note D) is the result of 

some inconscious effort to substitute the same quality of the 

interval A — G flat. 

  

Although there is some relationship between the character 

of melody in a nail and the Saba maqam, it could be said that 

the characteristic melodic formulae of the nail and the Saba 

maqam are not exactly the same. Moreover, in the nail the di- 

minished fifth of the key-note is commonly used, whereas in Saba 

maqam it is the perfect fifth. 

   



  

   
Is it possible to say that the nail is melodically connected 

with another maqam? Is it possible to speak about the melodic 

formulae of the ’Ubaid tribe or of the place of origin of the nail? 

What about a melody-type that is not commonly known? Is it 

only a special Iraqi use of Saba maqam in nail? There is still no 

definite answer to these questions. 

One fact is certain, however, namely that the nail has its own 

rich melodic formulae closely related to the melodic formulae 

of Saba maqam. The special character of the use of the diminish- 

ed fifth of its key-note is in high probability the musical seal 

of its creator. It is not right to say, as some musicians in Iraq 

used to do, that the melody of a nail is based on Saba maqam 

and that the use of the diminished fifth is a mistake. If an inter- 

val is used — even by mistake — in a form regularly, system- 

atically and with a special character, then it becomes a rule. 

Finally, another fact is to be pointed out. It might seem that 

the melodies of a certain maqam, a certain melody-type, arising 

from the same melodic formulae would be monotonous and that 

the composition or improvisation within a maqam is an easy and 

simple task. Just the opposite is the truth. The large quantity 

of melodic formulae in one maqam, the different possibilities of 

their connections and arrangements and lastly of their trans- 

formations, all this offers great possibilities to the Arab composer 

for his imagination. 

The Arab musician usually does not know anything about this 

theory and its rules. He is guided only by his feeling, by ex- 

perience that passed down to him through many centuries from 

generation to generation. Moreover, an Arab musician uses his 

creative power to find new melodic movements inside of the old 

tradition. The feeling of Arab musicians for the use of these 

melodic formulae that represent a maqam and for their arrange- 

ment and connection is wonderful and appreciable. 

Therefore it is not possible to use the intervals of a certain 

maqam and to compose on them a melody and to suppose that 

this melody is composed in a certain maqam. This melody would 

be composed only on the intervals of a maqam. Without the use 

of characteristic melodic formulae of a maqadm the spirit of a 

maqam will disappear. 

On the melodic formulae the fact is also based that in Arabic 

music it is not wrong to use an already existing melody in an- 
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other composition once more. This practice is commonly used. 

For example, the instrumental overtures and interludes for certain 

vocal forms are used again in other compositions without any 

criticism. On the contrary, if it is known that a certain instru- 

mental overture characterized a certain maqam well it is quite 

right to use it again for another composition. 

The existence of melodic formulae in maqamat is also very 

important to the appreciation of Arabic music. The listener hear- 

ing a new composition or improvisation for the first time can find 

something known which agrees with his musical feeling and 

which helps him to appreciate the new composition at once. 

Vocalizations — Vocal Decorations — Special 

Sy bliabilies int hie az: 

The Beginning of the Melodic Movement in 

a nail. 

MAG Mimi PVOMOPCLGCM Oi Clne jeer 

Lin® mow W Ori 2S Gia UinerOadwcriOm tO & SOmE, 

It was said that the nail is a form in syllabic style. Some- 

times, according to the cadence of the text, we could say that 

it has a narrative declamatory character, if the singer would not 

care so little for the understanding of his singing, changing re- 

peatedly the text in a distich. 

But the syllabic style is regularly changed at two places 

of the nail. One of these places is the above-mentioned refrain- 

close of a distich, as if the use of a characteristic melody of 

a conclusion were not, for a singer, sufficient to close musically 

a distich. He underlines the musical conclusion also by the use 

of a special text. The preceding text passes very quickly, one 

syllable after the other. In the refrain-close this progress is sud- 

denly stopped. The characteristic examples are the three long 

notes in the musical close of a distich by Mutlaq al-Farhan, sung 
on the syllables A A A. 

In the refrain-close the various vocalizations appear, the 

special syllables of which are repeated many times. Even in the 

case where the singer uses one or two words from the preceding 

text the vowels are prolonged, though the singer would like 

to have absolute freedom, absolute independance from the text, 

to create a perfect musical conclusion. Another place in which 
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the syllabic style of a nail is changed, is the beginning of the 

vocal melody. This is another characteristic feature of a nail. 

It was already said that the last note of a permanent con- 

clusion and the key-note of a maqam are the same. There is only 

one note to be chosen. The choice of an initial note of a melody 

is much more free, but here also some notes are more preferable 

than others for the start of a melody. For example, in the Saba 

maqam when the key-note is D, then for the beginning of the 

melody the most preferable note is F, sometimes preceded by 

the decreased E. 

The vocal entrances in the above-mentioned nails, transposed 

again to the key-note D, were as follows: 

  
  

4 SS SS 
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It is clear that the introductory F, or the movement decreased 

E—F, is used in the majority of examples. The secondary possibili- 

ty is G flat. The best note for the beginning of the melody in the 

nail is the third of the key-note, eventually preceded with the 

decreased second. The key-note as the beginning of the melody 

is used in no example. At the present time some singers, in the 

effort to use something new in the melody of a maqam, use some 

non-traditional tone for the beginning of a melody, against the 

approval of the players of the accompaniment and to the harm 

of the whole problem. 

The beginning of the development of the vocal melody in 

a nail usually starts on long values. This again separates the in- 

troductory melody from the character of the following one. In the 

text these introductory melodies are characterized by the use 

of the vocalizations and melismata. Some vocalizations are just 

characteristic for a certain singer. As, for example, for the singer 

Haderi Abt ’Aziz, the vocalization AFA, which is otherwise the 

most characteristic special syllable of all. Already the use of this 

syllable on some long values will indicate to the Iraqi listener 

that the music belongs to the nail. For some singer a character- 

istic vocalization is even connected with a certain melodic and 

rhythmic movement. 

The characteristic vocalization HAYI used by Abi Shakir is, 

for example, always connected with the following melodic and 

rhythmic movement: 

  

It is interesting that, althoug the singer could prolong the 

text according to his musical need, he also uses the vocalizations. 

Vocalizations of the beginning of the melodic movement are 

separated from the following melody not only by their own char- 

acter, but very often also by a momentary conclusion. It means, 

as we Shall see later, that the melody stops on the second of the 

key-note. Then the introductory vocalization represents an indi- 

vidual musical unit quite different and separated from the fol- 

lowing melody. Sometimes, however, the vocalization and its 

melody could be immediately connected with the other part, but 

the clear separation of the introductory vocalization, especially 

AFA, is characteristic for the nail. The use of the vocalization 
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in this case does not serve for the prolongation of the melodic 

space for the singer. It underlines first of all the character of 

the entrance melody, as of the melodic phrase of a nail would be 

closed by the following schema: 

Vocalization-melisma Text-syllabic style Vocalization-melisma 

This schema can be called classic. 

The melody in the development of the main parts could have 

several conclusions as well, especially if a distich is set to one 

musical phrase. In this case the individual melodic conclusions 

almost always correspond with the four parts of a distich, but 

these are not permanent conclusions finishing on the key-note, 

but only the places of the momentary stop. These momentary 

conclusions are realized by the nail on the decreased second of 

the key-note. 

In the case of the singer Haderi Abt ’Aziz, who uses regul- 

arly very characteristic entrance melodies and refrain-closes, 

we could write the following melodic scheme: 

i —t ——H = Soa ae     
A fa fafa fa————— a_ the main text melisma-vocalizations 

This scheme is, by the above-mentioned singer, more or less 

repeated. Musically there are no conclusions on other parts of 

the text except on one of four parts of a distich. It is noticeable 

that the singer treats the text of a distich quite freely, but that 

at the same time he respects its four parts. 

In the quite complicated musical structure of a nail every 

singer observes a noticeable balance of all the parts, vocal or 

instrumental. 

I will show now a time-division of different parts of a nail 

sung by Abu Shakir, a folk singer from Salman Pak near Baghdad. 

Instrumental prelude of rebaba . 14” 

First distich as PInStsVOCale parte mite a ey el 

Interludes oe ae eS ene ay 

b. Second vocal part Bred Mg ee Vers mee met 

Interlude aceon oe ee eee ae oy” 

G>, Retrain= ClOSe™ sa ee ee om 

Prelude. . 3 LU ecrat  erye et tee aed 
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Second distich ae Drs be VOCAlePaltpats ae Gis anes ee eee Om 

Interlude . : : : . : : 19” 

by SOCCOnd RV OCall mp dise tre as eet ae eI 

Interlude . : : : f ; 2 To 

c. Refrain-close . : ‘ 2 : 5 ; sledge 

Prelude . ; : : : ; : : 2A 

Third distich ae BimStsvOCalepant seas ri a ee eee ae 

Interlude . ‘ 1 ‘ See See 5M 

b. Refrain-close . ‘ : . : 2 : OF 

It is necessary to underline that in the case where the 

distich is divided into several musical phrases, there is a con- 

siderable difference between the instrumental preludes and inter- 

ludes. The length of an interlude has again to underline the 

individual distich, especially if the singer accompanies himself 

on the rebaba. 

In the above-mentioned schema there is only one exception. 

The interlude between the parts a. and b. of the second distich 

has an extraordinary length of 19 seconds. This fact can be easily 

explained. In the refrain-close of the first distich Abi Shakir used 

the vocalization and some words from the following distich. 

In the first part of the other distich he settled this problem and 

used a longer interlude to balance the whole structure. 

In principle there is always a possibility that the balance 

of a nail could be disturbed with some nonmusical influences. 

If the singer is tired or if he cannot remember the following 

words, then he can change the length of the different instrument- 

al parts. But, generally, the individual parts of a nail are in an 

exact relation. 

The nail exists in Iraq as an independent vocal form that is 

usually, in its pure form, accompanied on the rebaba. As the 

instruments of accompaniment, played naturally by other music- 

ians, the violin or the nay flute can be used. 

The nail, a typical folk music form, enters also into the other 

contemporary forms of Iraqi musical life. To explain the other 

function of a nail it will be necessary to consider the special 

style of the reproduction of songs. Songs of any kind, in strict 

rhythm, are very often introduced by a vocal introduction in free 

rhythm. The form most used for this vocal introduction is another 

Iraqi folk music form called abudiya. Sometimes instead of an 
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abudiya a combination of two other forms, nail and swa@hli, can 

be used. Nevertheless, even the nail itself can be used as an 

introduction of a song. 

The habit of introducing a song with a vocal introduction 

in free rhythm originated most probably from another typical 

musical form of Iraq that could be called the “Singing of a ma- 

qam”. This means a special form in which the singer, after a short 

instrumental prelude, sings a long improvisation, using up all of 

the melodic possibilities based on the melodic formulae of a 

maqam. The instruments of accompaniment play a long pedal 

tone and from time to time a very short interlude. To this big 

and weighty vocal improvisation another part, called peste, is 

added. This is a kind of a song in strict rhythm, a certain addition 

based on the same maqam as the preceding improvisation. This 

peste was used for two reasons. It had to give the soloist the 

opportunity to rest, for it was sung by all of the players of the 

instrumental group. {Today by a chorus.) Furthermore it gave 

a certain variety to the whole performance and offered the 

audience a musical part of lighter character, in which it could 

eventually participate by singing. The formal progression — 

vocal improvisation in free rhythm followed by a song in strict 

rhythm — was fixed. The singing of a maqam as a form requires 

a high musical education and ability for the soloist as well as 

for the listener. For that reason the singing of a maqam as a vocal 

improvisation was replaced by some folk vocal form, as for ex- 

ample abudiya, which is easier for the singer and listeners as 

well. Now, however, the relationship of the two parts was chan- 

ged. In the “Singing of a maqam” the most important part was 

the vocal improvisation and peste was only an addition. In the 

new connection, the abudiya is just the vocal introduction and 

the most important part is the following song. Also the character 

of the introductory part is changed. The singing of a maqam 

was in melismatic style, the folk form is in syllabic style. 

The use of a nail as a vocal introduction to a song is not 

quite usual, because of its certain simplicity and especially of its 

connection with only one maqam. As a matter of fact, the in- 

troduction and the following song must be based on the same 

maqam, or on the two maqamat but with good relationship for 

a modulation. 
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But even the fact that this form, really of genuine folk origin, 

could assert itself side by side with other songs, accompanied 

by orchestra, is significant. 

In conclusion I would like to explain the reasons that led me 

to the study of the Iraqi folk music forms. At the present time 

the interest in these traditional forms of folk music incurs ge- 

neral contempt. Beside the popularity of contemporary singers, 

composers and their music, the significance of these witnesses 

of the ancient history of Arabic music and its traditions are re- 

treating into background. The time is not far off when all the 

singers of these forms and the musical folk forms themselves 

will be dead. 

I wanted to show that the musical folk forms are ruled by 

a certain musical logic, common to the singers of different ages 

and from different places of Irag. At the same time I wanted 

to underline the importance of the melody-types in the folk 

music to the structure of the great edifice of the maqdmat in the 

classic and contemporary Arabic music. The richness of melodic 

formulae in maqamat did not arise in the heads of some scholars 

through mathematical calculations or by transition from foreign 

examples, but from the ancient musical feeling of Arabic people. 

The development of Arabic music will not stop. This is clear 

and right. But we must not forget the ancient basis that led to 

the contemporary music and to its development. 

Finally I shall introduce the transcription of two complete 

distichs. One is set to music by the folk singer Aba Shakir from 

Salman Pak near Baghdad. The distich is divided into three vocal 

parts. The singer accompanies himself on the rebaba. 

The other is sung by the singer Haderi Abt ’Aziz. The distich 

is set to music in one musical phrase. The singer is accompanied 

by the nay flute. 
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